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 ”I told you the truth,” I say yet again, “Memory’s truth, because memory has its own special kind. It selects, eliminates, alters, exaggerates, mini-
mizes, glorifies and vilifies also; but in the end it creates its own reality, its heterogenous but usually coherent version of events; and no sane person 
ever trusts anyone else’s version more than his own.” Salman Rushdie, Midnight’s Children, 1982

Considering the human life as an equation and there is an certain amount of energy and mass (and flow), my main goal is to point out the 
idea that whatever changes (exterior or interior) may happen, the total of the energy we possess in a lifetime stays in a constant amount. 

I have the intention to demonstrate this by recreating the 4 states that every individual goes through in their life in a single platform. 
Although my starting point was a physics’s law :The conservation of mass &energy, my project is far from being a demonstration of these 
laws. The final work is planned to be a visual demonstration and research on my hypothesis.
I chose to limit the states to a certain number (4 at the time). This was a decision taken based on the fact that I want to have the time to 
work extensively on each state. Also the states I choose, repeate
themselves constantly through life, which means we go through them (although in different forms and under different circumstances) 
repeatedly as we live. When deciding on which stages to choose, I looked back on my life and asked many people around me from 
different ages, backgrounds,lifestyles:  “What affected them the most?”. I wrote most of them and kept notes. At the time I was doing 
this, one of the things I realized was that everyone (including me) focused on how they felt (or the details  such as the smell, sounds..etc) 
at the time rather than just telling the actual story. This is also another reason why I decided to use “certain states” and not different 
stories. Because, every state may contain many different stories or causes which may later lead up to that state.
 

01. INTRODUCTION

01.01 INITIAL IDEA

"Life is a process of becoming, a combination of states we have to go through. 
Where people fail is that they wish to elect a state and remain in it. This is a kind of death." - Anais Nin

Lifespan
Time *
Change
Mass & weight
States
Balance
Constant
Movement *
Repetition
Space*

01.02 KEYWORDS



Going through my notes and keywords , I came up with the states that I wanted
to visualize. These are not in any order as each of these can occur anytime, sometimes at the same time.

1.Serenity
2.Satisfaction
3.Disappointment
4.Absence
 
 

The quality or state of being serene. 
-Synonyms: Calmness, hush,peace,peacefulness,placidity,quiet, repose, restfulness,still, stilness,
tranquility,balance
-Key visual concepts: Order, Balance, White Noise (*) Constant flow, Smooth texture, Fine lines,
Familiarity.
/*The figure balanced in the space.  (regarding the relationship to the space or the platform)
/*No figure but reflections or shadows
/* The outer effects* minimalised or at least in the background. (Maybe in small cut-out work out of light paper or material)
/* Transparent plastic cubes
-Sound study (Later to be decided in context of the final design of the installation)

 

01.03 CONTENTS

Going through each state, i’ve noted keywords which can lead me to possible visualisations when i’m
finalising the installation. In the end, whether I choose to build this installation as a single platform, or a combination of many platforms,
I still have to work extensively on each part.
The possession of a single visual language in the total of all the states is a must, so I figured it would be easier to find the common grounds  
(especially material wise) on each state.
 
 

01.04 POSSIBLE VISUALISATIONS REGARDING CONTENTS

SERENITY 



Fulfillment of a need or want 
Giving or enjoying a state of comfort, content  
-Synonyms: Achievement,bliss, cheerfulness, comfort, compensation, complacency, conciliation, contentment,  ease, enjoyment, fulfillment, 
gratification, happiness, indemnification, indulgence, joy, pleasure, pride, propitiation, recompense,  reimbursement, relief, resolution
-Key visual concepts: Brightness, Heavy-lit, Rough lines, Mixture of textures, Fragile
/*Figures out of metal* combined in a complex way.
/* Study of colors, brush strokes in different techniques- sketchy,unfinished look.
/* Close-ups, prints in textured paper framed in close relationship with the figure.
/* The content of the parts coming out, in this case leaks into the planned space of the section. (outer effect)
-Sound study (Later to be decided in context of the final design of the installation)

 

SATISFACTION

mental upset; displeasure 
saddening situation; letdown 
-Synonyms:blind alley, blow, blunder, bringdown, bust, calamity, defeat, disaster, discouragement,  downfall,  error,  inefficacy, miscalculation, 
misfortune,  mistake, obstacle,  washout 
-Key visual concepts: Disorder, Disorientation, Complexity, 
/*Disorientation of the figure in content of the relationship with the background/scene.
/*Big blocks forming a complex geometric structure 
/* Draped complex fabrics hinting the absurdity of the situation*

 

the state of being absent
the period of time that one is absent 
-Synonyms:away, missing, out
-Key visual concepts: Disorder, Disorientation, Complexity, 
/*Disorientation of the figure in content of the relationship with the background/scene.
/*Big blocks forming a complex geometric structure 
/* Draped complex fabrics hinting the absurdity of the situation*

 

DISAPPOINTMENT

ABSENCE



02. REALIZATION OF THE IDEA

02.01 THE MEDIUM

During my research, and planning I had many ideas on how to realize this project.
In the end, I decided to do an installation that has some of the characteristics of a shop display window at the first glance.
(Though very different, because in shop displays generally the main aim is to sell the product/products on display, I do not have such concerns.)

-Possibility and freedom to use multiple mediums and disciplines (digital and traditional)
- More control over the display and the experimentation of the final work 
(How the audience will interact  with the final work (or will they interact at all?) )
-The nature of the chosen visual language which naturally leads to an installation

“In the contemporary period, the multivalent character of installation art has yet to be grasped. First and foremost it must be understood and 
recognized as a medium, however elastic in its material definition, offering the broadest possibilities for investigation and expression. Second, 
having achieved worldwide reach, this practice may enable art to actually achieve an ambition for universality. Third, because there is no frame 
seperating this art from its viewing context, the work and space having melded together into an approximation of a life experience, the sphere of 
art has effectively been compromised, even democratized. Fourth, that late nineteen-century German art shibboleth and chimera, the Gesamt-
kunstwerk*, where in the artist has total command of a spacce and might use any artistic means, including architecture, music, dance and theater 
along with visual arts to create a synthetic environment, has become and everyday occurrence.”  
-Understanding Installation Art, Mark Rosenthal

02.02 RESEARCH

I narrowed down my research to main points which I think are crucial for my project.

-Space (Site- Nonsite)
-Visual Language 
-Medium
-Interactivity



02.03 SITE& NONSITE

During the sixties, the idea of an artwork as “environment” was elaborated beyond the basic fact that the spectator should, rather than looking 
at it, inhabit it as he or she inhabits the world . A key figure  in this development was Robert Smithson, who formulated the distinction 
between a Site, a particular place or location at the world at large and a Nonsite, a representation in the gallery of that place in the form of 
transported material, photographs, maps and related documentation.

SITE                       NON-SITE

OPEN-LIMITS

A SERIES OF POINTS

OUTER COORDINATES

SUBSTRACTION

INDETERMINATE CERTAINTY

SCATTERED INFORMATION

REFLECTION

EDGE

SOME PLACE(PHYSICAL)

MANY

CLOSED-LIMITS

AN ARRAY OF MATTER

INNER COORDINATES

ADDITION

DETERMINATE CERTAINTY

CONTAINED INFORMATION

MIRROR

CENTRE

NO PLACE(ABSTRACTION)

ONE



02.04 SKETCH OF THE PROPOSED PLATFORM



1. Maison Martin Margiela -mat, satiné, brilliant (visual language-space)
2.Walter De Maria - Lightning Field (space)
3. Nick Cave- soundsuits (medium)
4. Elisa Strozyk (medium)
5. Dysfashional (visual language, space, medium, Interaction)
6. Prada Marfa (site specific, medium,) 
7. Benedetto Bufalino and Benoit Deseille -evasione urbaine (site)
8. Item Idem/ Cyril Duval - The Wrong Store / Un/built store (visual language, space, Interaction)
9. Soshi Matsunobe for Super Window Project (medium)
10.Cut-Up Collective (Space-Medium)
11. The Green-Eyl (Space-Interaction)
12. Germaine Kruip X Raf Simons for Jil Sander (Medium, Space)
13. Marti Guixe (Medium, Interaction)
14. Hilda Kozari (Medium, Interaction)
16. David Lynch for Galeries Lafayette (Interaction-Medium,-Visual Language)
17. Hussein Chalayan &Moritz Waldemeyer (Medium)
18.Callum Morton (Medium, Space)

04. RESEARCH



Maison Martin Margiela:
mat,satiné,brilliant

The installation was an exact reproduction of the Interior Design workshop 
of the Paris Headquarters, where all stores, showrooms, and architectural 
projects are conceived.



Walter De Maria:
lightning field, 1977 

The Lightning Field is a long-term installation 
in Western New Mexico. It is comprised of 400 polished stainless steel 
poles installed in a grid array measuring one mile by one kilometer. 
The poles, two inches in diameter and averaging 20 feet by 7 1/2 inches in 
height, are spaced 220 feet apart and have solid pointed tips that define a 
horizontal plane.



Nick Cave:
Sound Suits

Nick Cave is the creator of full body “soundsuits” which are made from 
layers of metal, plastic, fabric, hair, found objects, and other things that rub 
together to make noise



Elisa Strozyk:
Wooden Carpet

A carpet made of geometric wood pieces that are hand cut or laser cut and 
then attached by hand to a textile base. ”Elisa Strozyk's Wooden Textiles 
push the boundaries between 2D and 3D, hard and soft materials, 
deflecting an increasingly immaterial world." 



DYS-FASHIONAL:
an exhibition curated by Luca Marchetti & Emanuele Quinz

“DYSFASHIONAL considers fashion in the widest sense of the word.
Rather than exhibiting clothes and styles, it explores the range of materials 
that turn fashion into a way of representing personal identity and 
experience. 
Staged as a construction site, DYSFASHIONAL does not define fashion but 
tackles the seemingly frivolous yet vital realm of fashion by examining the 
approach of designers and artists from various backgrounds, inviting us on 
a spectacular and striking journey and bringing us closer to a world in 
which the protagonists are not the objects but the creative process itself.

In the title Dys-fashional, the prefix “dys” indicates a disturbance, a discord 
within the system. The idea at the outset was to verify the dysfunctional 
dimension of fashion, that is to say, the elements that resist and clash with a 
“literal” definition of this world, as a simple collection of garments and 
accessories, as a production system for commercial objects, images and 
products to do with identity.”

http://vimeo.com/7353955
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MAISON MARTIN MARGIELA
 Sans Titre, 2009



MAISON MARTIN MARGIELA
 Sans Titre, 2009



MAISON MARTIN MARGIELA
 Sans Titre, 2009



AERIAL VIEW OF THE EXHIBITION SITE



PRADA MARFA:
by Michael Elmgreen and Ingar Dragset

Prada Marfa was meant to be a “pop architectural land art project.”
Built of a biodegradable adobe-like substance, the building is meant to 
slowly melt back into the Earth, serving as a surrealist commentary on 
Western materialism. 
Miuccia Prada herself was consulted on the project, handpicking the 
merchandise for the store’s interior and allowing Elmgreen and Dragset to 
use the Prada logo. 





Benedetto Bufalino and Benoit Deseille:
Evasion Urbaine

In their own description: “With the advent of the mobile phone, the booth 
cabin are unused. We rediscovered this glass box to transform it into an 
urban aquarium full of coloured fish. This is an invitation to travel and to 
escape the daily city environment.”

http://vimeo.com/5480531

http://vimeo.com/5480531


Cyril Duval (Item Idem):
The Wrong Store

Lovingly mocking the language of store design, the wrong store presented 
itself as 22mx3m of retail excitement where on weekends, there was a %50
more sale. Duval formally describes the work : “ A desirable window image 
of a shop where no one can really enter.”  (1000 USD budget)



Cyril Duval (Item Idem):
Un/built Store

- Aesthetical inspirations are rooted in the suprematism perfection of the 
‘Black Square‘ by Kasimir Malevitch in 1915, & in its contemporary 
dedication with Gregor Schneider’s ‘Cube Hamburg 2007‘.
- Conceptual inspiration comes from the ‘Case Study Houses‘, 
the residential architecture experiments commissioned by :
American architecture magazine Arts & Architecture, to major architects of 
the day, between 1945 to 1966.
INSTRUCTIONS:
*Step 1:The store is exclusively constructed with shoe boxes.(All boxes are 
simply but methodically assembled following a lay-out construction 
pattern)
*Step 2:The store disappears following the rhythm of the sales.* All stages 
showcase an infinite variation of the store design.
*Step 3:The store is now finally deconstructed, & only remains through the 
square shadow of the absent volume-Few boxes will be used specifically as 
construction elements (not for sale) & glued together as window frames & 
as a floating roof (hanging from the ceiling) from where are attached the 
spotlight .



Soshi Matsunobe:
for Super Window Project

Matsunobe's sculptures are made of paper and covered with geometric 
linear overdrawing in black ink—most of it parallel lines placed at regular 
intervals. The objects are stacked in various configurations in or around 
large plywood shelflike display case, with few elongated pieces leaned 
against the wall and the largest work placed directly on the floor. 



The Green Eyl:
The Extra Room

The Extra Room exists in an imaginary world where neuro-imaging is used 
to «read» the human mind. As the mind becomes transparent in this world 
a new necessity of protective self discipline emerges. Utilising e�ects of 
sensory deprivation and methods used by the military to break someone 
down, the room enables subjects to adjust their thinking and beliefs. The 
Extra Room, a reversed disciplinary architecture, is built into the basement 
of a multi storey building where it is shared by the house’s inhabitants.

http://vimeo.com/5319345

http://vimeo.com/5319345


Germaine KruipX Raf Simons:
Jil Sander Store in Manhattan

“The new Jil Sander store in Manhattan takes a novel approach to merchan-
dising — no merchandise displays“
The design of the store, which will, in theory, serve as the template for 
other Jil Sander stores, was a collaboration between Raf Simons, who has 
been the creative director of the minimalist luxury brand since 2005, and 
Germaine Kruip, a 38-year-old Dutch artist who creates quiet, meditative 
works using little more than space and light. 



Hilda Kozari :
Air

The Air installation consists of three bubbles. The bubbles, designed in 
collaboration with Esa Vesmanen, contain Hilda Kozári’s personal 
memories and experiences of the three cities  (Paris, Budapest, Helsinki) in 
olfactory and visual formats. In this installation, the images of the video are 
transparent like air and vague like the pictures of her memory, leaving 
space for the spectators to make their own interpretations. The accurate 
definition of the urban landscapes is given by the sense of smell, which 
brings to mind different memories.



David Lynch xGaleries Lafayette:
Machines, Abstraction and Women

One of Paris' biggest department stores Les Galeries Lafayette invited 
Lynch to design 11 of their store windows which he based on the theme 
"Machines, Abstraction and Women". In addition, the store's own gallery 
on the first floor displayed an exhibition titled "I See Myself", which 
showcased 70 of his lithographs, with a mini theater offering viewers an 
opportunity to see some of his short movies.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piR4Sah4uS4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=paP3yTgWpDA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hiQQtdcdbs

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=piR4Sah4uS4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=paP3yTgWpDA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hiQQtdcdbs




Projection&Installation

Kitchen Scene



Winner or Loser?

Passersby could press one of the buttons in front of the window to activate the 'game'



Hussein Chalayan &Moritz Waldemeyer :
Airborne

The Video dresses are created by 15000 LEDs embedded beneath the 
fabric. One dress displays hazy silhouettes of sharks in the sea whilst the 
other shows a time-lapse sequence of a rose blooming then retracting. 
The effect is mesmerizing in its ambiguity: the loose white fabric covering 
the LEDS blurs and distorts the images so that they seem to pulsate in and 
out of existence. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_Tm_w5aODE&NR=1

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U_Tm_w5aODE&NR=1


Callum Morton:
Stonewash (2005)

Morton first became known for his fabrication of two-dimensional plans of 
archetypical forms of modernist architecture, which he transforms into 
models, giving the buildings a completely new, banal function. 
For the 2005 Istanbul Biennale, he turned this process around, giving a 
ruined building the shop front of a Levi’s 501 store in his installation 
Stonewash, with a display window that featured the rubble that was there 
when Morton found the site. 
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